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Purpose and Background

- 2012 Pilot Program exceeded expectations
- 2012 Program modified and extended indefinitely
- Grant Amount Pre-2012:
  - Wood Stove - $400
  - Pellet Stove - $600
- Current Grant:
  - Wood Stove - $500
  - Pellet Stove - $700
Is your stove eligible?

Important Criteria for Stick (log) Stoves

✓ Stove is listed on the EPA’s List of Certified Wood Heaters
✓ Emits no more than 3 grams of particulate matter per hour

Important Criteria for Pellet Stoves

✓ Stove Meets WA Emission Standards
✓ Emits no more than 2 grams of particulate matter per hour
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Additional Guidelines

- Must displace electric or non-natural gas fossil fuel heating systems or an old wood stove
- Property must be primary Maryland residence
- Recommended installation by NFI certified contractors
- Must pull requisite permits and pass inspection
**Challenges and Opportunities**

- Difficulty determining whether a stove/insert is on the list
- Some people miss or disregard the PM limit requirement
- No enforcement of fossil fuel requirement
- Installation by NFI certified contractors only suggested
- **PERMITS**
- Program awareness
Questions?
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